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AGENDA 1. Core principles of visual merchandising

2. Visual merchandising and the customer 
experience

3. Designing easy to execute VM standards

9am-12noon
Break 10.30-45am



Core principles of 
visual merchandising

How long do you have to get the 
customers attention and 
communicate your business?





What’s your perspective on the value visual 

merchandising brings to the retail 

experience?



Core principles of 
visual 
merchandising

Visual merchandising that delivers for 

the customer and the retailer doesn’t 

happen by accident. Let’s look at the core 

principles impacting:

 Window displays

 Instore displays



Window displays

Window displays are an invitation...  

Their purpose is to pique the interest of passing trade be they 

potential or repeat customers, so they come in to find out 

more. 

Window displays attempt to:

1. ATTRACT

2. APPEAL

3. COMMUNICATE







Anthropologie













Window 
display
tips

Know your brand
 Reflect and stay aligned with overarching brand messaging 

Know your customer

 Design to attract your target customer

Know your purpose

 Be clear on what you’re trying to achieve with the display

Know your products

 Which products must you display, which can you display

Know your space

 Dimensions, lighting, fixtures, signage etc



Instore displays Now that the customer is inside the store, let’s explore the tools 

visual merchandisers have at their fingertips when creating 

displays:

Colour, shape and texture

Signage and graphics 

Fixtures, fittings, mannequins and props

Lighting



IN-STORE - Colour, shape and texture

Remember back to the purpose of 

window displays being to attract and 

appeal? It’s the same instore

 Colour, shape and texture create 

visual theatre



IN-STORE - Signage and graphics



IN-STORE - Fixtures, fittings, mannequins and props



IN-STORE - Lighting

Lighting both natural and artificial is 

often the element that elevates 

otherwise simple displays

Just look at this example



Instore 
display 
tips

Use design theory to build your displays

Balance
 Symmetrical balance uses elements of the same weight and can 

add consistency 
 Asymmetrical balance uses items of different weights and can add 

a visual interest and a focal point to your display

Contrast
 Often through colour or shape brings emphasis to displays 

White space
 Reduces clutter and gives products room to breathe

Unity
 Cohesion between displays, décor and design creates visual 

harmony for customers and helps you stay on brand



Activity
Core principles of VM - self reflection

What’s resonated most for you in our spotlight on:

Window display

Instore display

Now - Go and search some store 

images online in your category



Visual merchandising 
and the customer 
experience





Visual merchandising 
and the customer 
experience

Retailers often think customer 

experience is the exclusive domain of 

sales staff. Let’s look at the contribution 

VM makes:

 The importance of store layout

 Creating a sensory experience

 Taking the customer on a journey



The importance of store layout
Retailers that don’t brand their store create a forgettable space.

Your customers need to get a sense of your store’s personality just 

by entering.

Then you need to build on that momentum by creating 

opportunities for different experiences in different zones. 

Logical flow of products and categories

 This is where a store layout strategy is essential 





Layout 
tips

1. Have a layout strategy

 Even independent retailers benefit from an intentional store layout 

2. Think about traffic flow 

 Know your traffic peaks and understand how customers naturally 

navigate your store

3. Plan for shopability

 Know your hotspots, dwell areas and dead zones

 Create opportunities for maximum exposure

 Enhance with signage



Creating a sensory experience
Sight

 Use colour, lighting, balance, symmetry, and contrast

Sound

 Use music that reflects the energy of your brand

Touch

 Allow customers to touch, try and test like Apple does

Smell

 Consider a signature store scent

Taste

 If relevant to your product, offer samples to try



Our predominantly digital existence sees 
consumers increasingly crave and seek out 
sensory experiences that spark joy, surprise 

and delight.

Trend Bible – Future of Retail







Sensory 
tips

Keep the experience consistent

 From opening to close and throughout the day

 Across stores and markets

Make sure it’s aligned with your brand vision and direction

 Is it easy to tell this is a ______ brand experience?

Less is more

 Unless you’re JB HiFi

 If you’re going for sensory overload, make sure it’s part of your strategy



Taking the customer on a journey

The retail customer journey attempts to understand how 

customers want to buy rather than how retailers want to sell.

 It’s storytelling, it’s immersive, it’s illustrative

 Consider the TOUCH POINTS you offer with your store



Journey 
tips Surprise and delight

 Tell a story they want to hear 

 Help them make purchase decisions by demonstrating ideas

Go for an emotional connection

 Enhance their experience, make it memorable

What’s the destination?

 What’s the benefit for the customer in taking your journey?



Activity
Visual merchandising and the customer 

experience

Now consider your own

Store layout

The sensory experience

The customer journey

What ideas could you do to improve it? 

DISCUSS



Designing easy to 
execute VM 
standards



What would it take to create this  display?



Designing easy to 
execute VM 
standards

Visual merchandising is all about the 

execution. Let’s take a look at how VM 

standards make that possible:

 Case study – Blackhearts & Sparrows

 VM standards fundamentals

 Collaborative activity



Case study
Blackhearts & Sparrows
– elevating the wine retail 
experience with VM

https://craftypint.com/news/2187/the-blackhearts-family-story



Notice what’s changed and what’s stayed the same, what standards do you think are being applied visually?















VM standards fundamentals

New store openings are the greatest proof of how well your 

retail teams understand their role in VM

 All the design and planning in the world will be pointless if 

after the opening day rush the store looks as though a 

whirlwind went through

 To ensure consistency we need VM standards



VM 
standards 
tips

Create detailed visual merchandising standards

 Take the time to create VM standards for your store

Invest in training your team members on those VM standards 

 So they are confident in maintaining and replenish displays

Change window and product displays to keep things fresh 

 Communicate those changes for clear and timely execution

 Provide visual guidelines, props, signage, ticketing etc



Collaborative Activity

With a partner design a set of VM standards for your stores

Design a set of VM standards

Decide how you’ll communicate them to store teams

Be prepared to share them with the wider group



BACK TO
BUSINESS

 3 things I’ve learned

 2 things I’ll act on

 1 thing I’m keen to 

know more about

THREE TWO ONE



Thank you so much for joining this 

Retail on the Run workshop.

We’d love to hear your thoughts!
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